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Car Care Chemicals



Body Care

■ Liquid Wax

■ Hard Wax

NAVI WAX SCRATCH CONCEALER 
WHITE & LIGHT COLOR
Product No.16381  
Car body wax for white & light paint types (Soft)
The newly developed nano ceramics and clear 
polymer conceal scratches on the coated surface, 
restoring the original gloss.
Glossiness measure shows 100%* of glossiness in 
test, revive gloss of new car.
*Not for deep scratches.

NAVI WAX EXCELLENT GLOSS 
DURABLE DARK COLOR
Product No.16380  
Car body wax for dark paint types (Solid)
Made of 100% No.1 carnauba wax produced in 
Brazil.
Glossiness measure shows 105% of glossiness in 
test, exceeding new car.
No compounds or abrasives are contained.
Deep bright finish for dark color body

NAVI WAX EXCELLENT GLOSS 
DURABLE WHITE & LIGHT COLOR
Product No.16379  
Car body wax for white & light paint types (Solid)
Made of 100% No.1 carnauba wax produced in 
Brazil.
Glossiness measure shows 105% of glossiness in 
test, exceeding new car.
No compounds or abrasives are contained.
Shiny bright finishing for white& light color body.

NAVI WAX SCRATCH CONCEALER 
DARK COLOR
Product No.16382 
Car body wax for dark paint types (Soft)
The newly developed nano ceramics and clear 
polymer conceal scratches on the coated surface, 
restoring the original gloss.
Glossiness measure shows 100%* of glossiness in 
test, revive gloss of new car.
*Not for deep scratches.

ION COAT HARD SHIELD PREMIUM
Product No.16285
Car body coating for all paint types (liquid)
Extra powerful coating film of newly developed 
“ion + fluorine” protect the body. The thin and 
hard film ensures the original color and makes an 
extra gloss at the body, preventing water and oil 
stain. (Containing UV absorber)
The effect lasts for 12 months. (According to result 
of showering test)

ION COAT HARD SHIELD LIGHT
Product No.16283
Car body coating for light paint types (liquid)
Excellent water repelling effect. Oil type coating 
wax. Protection of coated surface from the acid 
rain, ultraviolet rays, salt damages, and other types 
of stress.
The effect lasts for 7 months. (According to result 
of showering test)

ION COAT HARD SHIELD DARK
Product No.16284
Car body coating for dark paint types (liquid)
Excellent water repelling effect. Oil type coating 
wax. Protection of coated surface from the acid 
rain, ultraviolet rays, salt damages, and other types 
of stress.
The effect lasts for 7 months. (According to result 
of showering test)



■ Easy Coating & Shampoo

ION COAT NO WIPING UP WAX WHITE 
& LIGHT COLOR
Product No.16420
Car body wax for white & light paint types (Solid)
It is not necessary wiping up after coating. 
Superior glossiness and water repellency with 3 
month durability, which is outstanding 
performance comparing with other no wiping 
type waxes.
Premium Carnauba Wax + Ion Coat Technology.

ION COAT NO WIPING UP WAX DARK 
COLOR
Product No.16421
Car body wax for dark paint types (Solid)
It is not necessary wiping up after coating. 
Superior glossiness and water repellency with 3 
month durability, which is outstanding 
performance comparing with other no wiping 
type waxes.
Premium Carnauba Wax + Ion Coat Technology.

INSTANT CRYSTAL SHINY POLYMER 
LIGHT COLOR
Product No.16500
Car body and glass instant coating. Fluorine type 
glass coating.
Hybrid combination of high-density shiny polymer 
and water repellent polymer sticks on body and 
glass making a long durability of crystal shiny and 
strong water repellent effect.

INSTANT CRYSTAL SHINY POLYMER 
DARK COLOR
Product No.16501
Car body and glass instant coating. Fluorine type 
glass coating.
Hybrid combination of high-density shiny polymer 
and water repellent polymer sticks on body and 
glass making a long durability of crystal shiny and 
strong water repellent effect.

NEW MARUTTO COAT
Product No.15185
Body and glass all coating
Just spraying and extending on washed body and 
window, transparent silicon polymer makes a 
great gloss with water repellency protecting total 
car. It is easy and convenient to use without 
requiring sensitive attention.

UTIMATE WATER REPELLENT BODY 
WAX
Product No.23588
Easy care spray type liquid wax 
Condense type liquid realizes excellent repellency 
with small amount usage.
Realize higher water residence performance by 
glass polymer ingredient. Applicable to all body 
colors.

NEW NO-TOUCH BODY WAX
Product No.16238
Liquid body wax
Spray it on the wet body after washed, and then 
wash down the chemical with water. The wax 
effect (water-repellence) will be doubled.  
Applicable to all body colors.

MAINTENANCE SHAMPOO
Product No.15425
Shampoo for coated cars
Cleaning dirt and mad on body without damaging 
applied coating and sealant. Can be used for 
bodies applied by Polymer type, Fluorine type and 
Glass type coating and sealant. Gentle to coated 
bodies due to no compound and neutral type 
detergent. Applicable to all color paintings.
With car wash sponge.

MAINTENANCE SHAMPOO 2500
Product No.15426
Big size shampoo for coated cars
Cleaning dirt and mad on body without damaging 
applied coating and sealant. Can be used for 
bodies applied by Polymer type, Fluorine type and 
Glass type coating and sealant. Gentle to coated 
bodies due to no compound and neutral type 
detergent. Applicable to all color paintings.

QUICK DISSOLVING DESCALING 
SHAMPOO FOR WHITE COLOR
Product No.71122
Car shampoo
The newly developed permeating/ dissolving 
anion activator powerfully removes dullness due 
to scale. It completely removes old wax and 
coating compounds.
With car wash sponge.

QUICK DISSOLVING DESCALING 
SHAMPOO FOR DARK COLOR
Product No.71123
Car shampoo
The newly developed permeating/ dissolving 
anion activator powerfully removes dullness due 
to scale. It completely removes old wax and 
coating compounds.
With car wash sponge.

QUICK WASH CAR SHAMPOO 2500
Product No.21241
Big size car shampoo
Completely removing stubborn dirt. Applicable to 
tires, aluminum wheels and bumpers.
The refined oil extracted form natural orange 
produces refreshing citrus aroma. Applicable to all 
color paintings.



■ Cleaner & Anti-fog

Window Care

KLINVIEW INSTANT HIGH-POWER OIL 
FILM REMOVER
Product No.25670
Strong glass cleaner 
Oil film remover with excellent instantaneous 
effect. It can removes insects as well.

KLINVIEW KIRI
Product No.20925
No utilizing LPG gas, Eco glass cleaner
New type of aerosol product utilizing only 
nitrogen (N2). Removing stubborn dazzling oil film 
and keep clear view. Possible to spray in all 
position. 360oC

KLINVIEW HIGH-POWER OIL FILM 
REMOVER
Product No.20965
Non-gas, trigger type glass cleaner. 
Removing stubborn dazzling oil film and keep 
clear view. Possible to spray in all position. 360oC.

GLASS CLEANER FOR CAR
Product No.15123
Glass cleaner
Economical 480ml size. The absence of silicone 
ensure clear-cut finishing without dazzle. Quick 
cleaning to remove cigarettes tar and fingerprints. 
Applicable widely as a cleaner for mirrors, glass 
and plastic for home use.

KLINVIEW EX
Product No.20970
Glass cleaner & anti-fog
Removing the dazzling oil film that is an 
archenemy of safety driving, recovering a clear 
view. Completely removing dirt from glass. Spray it 
on the inside of the glass to prevent fogging.

KLINVIEW LL
Product No.20940
Big size glass cleaner & anti-fog
Removing the dazzling oil film that is an 
archenemy of safety driving, recovering a clear 
view. Completely removing dirt from glass. Spray it 
on the inside of the glass to prevent fogging.



■ Coating

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT WATER 
REPELLENT WASHER 2500
Product No.20892
Water repellent shampoo
More than five times greater durability than 
conventional products (with wiper operation). Just 
spraying the windshield wiper liquid, rain water 
will be repelled. Driving with clear view. The 
undiluted solution (non-freezing up to ‒22oC). 
Dilution by water three times can be used without 
any change of rain repelling performance. The 
wiper rubber will not be damaged.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT HYBRID 
COMPOUND
Product No.29982
Glass polishing compound
Nano ceramic compound and newly developed 
chemical agents remove fluorine, silicon coating, 
wax film and dazzling oil film completely. 
Removing glass coating agents completely and 
recovering pure glass surface. Applicable widely as 
a cleaner to mirrors, glass and plastic for home & 
car use.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT BIG & BIG
Product No.20883
Car window coating (Big head type).
A big felt head (approx 2 times larger area than 
conventional head) ensures quick work. Quick 
finishing for wide window glass.
Rain drops will be blown away when the speed 
exceeds 38km (Internal test). Driving comfortably 
without wiper operation.
The excellent rain repelling effect lasts for one to 
tow months, preventing from adhesion or oil film. 
Prevents the glass surface from adhering snow 
and frost.
Applicable to front, side glass, side mirror and 
glass sunroof.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT HAKAIOH
Product No.29762
Glass polishing compound
This polishing compound remove all causes of 
poor sight during driving in the rain, keeping the 
glass surface clear. It brings out the best effect of 
the glass coat when used for pretreatment before 
glass coating.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT HYBRID 
STRONG
Product No.20885
Car window coating (Long-durability type).
The silicon + fluorine ensure twice as long 
excellent rain repelling effects as conventional 
silicone water repelling coating. A big felt head 
ensures quick work. Quick finishing for wide glass. 
Rain drops will be blown away when the speed 
exceeds 38km (Internal test). Driving comfortably 
without wiper operation. Prevents snow and frost 
from adhering to the glass surface.Applicable to 
front, side glass, side mirror and glass sunroof.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT NURI
Product No.20861
Car window coating (Standard type).
It makes a film on the glass with an excellent rain 
repelling effect protecting the window from 
adhesion of dirty water, oily dirt, or dusts. It is easy 
to coating. Rain drops will be blown away when 
the speed exceeds 45km (Internal test). Driving 
comfortably without wiper operation.  
Applicable to front, side glass, side mirror and 
glass sunroof.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT HYBRID 
SMOOTH
Product No.20862
Car window coating (Wiper smooth type).
Wiper blade noise is minimized. Successfully 
solved wiper blade noise problem with special 
lubricating agent, which is the conventional 
problem of glass coating products in general. Rain 
drops will be blown away when the speed exceeds 
38km (Internal test). Driving comfortably without 
wiper operation. The effect lasts for 3 months.
Applicable to front, side glass, side mirror and 
glass sunroof.

KLINVIEW GLASS COAT WATER 
REPELLENT SPRAY
Product No.20876
Car window coating (Spray type).
Very easy coating process. Just spraying and 
moving the wiper several times, glass coating for 
raindrop repellent is completed. It can be done 
even in the rain. Rain drops will be blown away 
when the speed exceeds 60km (Internal test). 
Driving comfortably without wiper operation or 
with intermittent wiper operation. Prevention of 
adhesion of insects and bird droppings. Useful for 
defrosting on window glass.
Applicable to front, side glass, side mirror and 
glass sunroof.



Tire＆Wheel Care

WHEEL CLEANER TRIGGER
Product No.15794
Cleaner for wheel
Clean the dirty with foam power.
No damages the wheels for no compound cleaner 
and no wax.

WHEEL CLEANER 12PCS
Product No.15793
Wheel cleaning disposable wet cloth
Just wiping up.

LEATHER & TIRE WAX
Product No.25311
Leather and tire gloss and protection coating 
Coating film give gloss and prevents from crack 
and deterioration on tires, synthetic leathers and 
bumpers.

NO TOUCH GLOSS & LONG 
ENDURANCE
Product No.23565
Tire gloss and water repellent coating
Makes a long durability high gloss coating.
Strong tire coating with water repellent power.

NO TOUCH UV
Product No.23540
Tire cleaner and coating
Spray directly over the dirty tire, and the dirty will 
be removed, restoring the original black dark 
gloss. Wiping and rinsing are unnecessary. The 
contained ultraviolet protective ingredient 
protects tires from strong sunlight, preventing 
degeneration, discoloration and deterioration.

NO TOUCH UV (2 PIECES PACK)
Product No.23511
Tire cleaner and coating
Spray directly over the dirty tire, and the dirty will 
be removed, restoring the original black dark 
gloss. Wiping and rinsing are unnecessary. The 
contained ultraviolet protective ingredient 
protects tires from strong sunlight, preventing 
degeneration, discoloration and deterioration.

NO TOUCH EXCELLENT 
Product No.23502
Tire cleaner and coating
Excellent blackening and shining effect. Dirt 
cannot adhere easily.
The effect lasts two times longer than 
conventional products. Wet finishing.

BIG NO TOUCH UV
Product No.23520
Tire cleaner and coating
Ideal size for trucks and busses with big tires. 
Appox. 1.6 times the volume of NO TOUCH UV.



Others

WIPER BLADE RUBBER CLEANER
Product No.29805
Wiper blade rubber cleaner
Easy cleaning without damaging wiper rubber. 
Applicable to any type of wiper rubber.

ULTRA HIGH-POWER DEFROSTER
Product No.13040
Defroster
Quickly defrost and melt ice. Also prevent window 
from frost again. Safely useful for antifogging on 
inside of windows. Defrost car windows in snowy 
cold place. Anti frost coat. Inside window use for 
antifogging.

KEYHOLE DEFROSTING
Product No.13020
Defroster
Melt ice and frost in keyholes. Spray to the frozen 
keyhole for one to three seconds. Strong 
defrosting agents melt the ice instantaneously and 
then key can be inserted into the keyhole 
smoothly.

POLISHING CLEANER
Product No.29815
Shining agent
Wet look finish with natural gloss, Reviving 
original color and gloss improving worn whitish 
surface. Protection to prevent applied surfaces 
from cracking and corrosion. Dried finish without 
stickiness. Can be used for dashboard, tire  and 
bumper. Economical cleaner. Harmless to skin with 
antibacterial and ant mold. Polishing and 
protecting for dashboard, Instrument panel, 
artificial leather, bumpers, molding and tire.

601 K48
Product No.25480
Lubricant, rust proof penetration oil
An odorless rust-preventing lubricant not 
containing any chorine solvent. The contained 
heat-resistant ultra fine Teflon delivers excellent 
lubrication performance. It can be sprayed also 
while the container is being held upside down. 
The high permeability permits sections locked 
with rust to move smoothly.
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